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CHAPTER 2

TEE ROLE OF ACADEMI IANS IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Problem

The view that elementary and secondary teachers are inadequately

prepo !,c1 to teach the subject matter with which they are concerned is

widesp--ad and probably has substantial justification. The teachers

themselves would be the first to concur with that observati n. Pr -

ional competence is a matter of concern t_ professional teachers

and uneasiness with subject matter in the classro m turns to resentment

against the system that placed them -- unprepared -- in their vulnerable

position. In retrospect, the teacher, once launched, realizes that his

university courses were not designed for his vocation And that many of

them are simply irrelevant to the teaching task.

We will not attempt to document the nature and degree of the

inadequacy of t- -chers; this would be an undertaking that would requi

an extended dissertation on educational goals, the pos-'bility of

-ieving those goals in the light of present knowledge ad resources

overall meas_. es of the performatie of teachers. We will merely,cite

efly some indicators -f that inadequacy and proceed

reas s for the inadequacy chat we believe exist -nd -uggest fr.ome

corrective measures. In particular, this chapter will focus on 7:he role

of the universities and the academicians in educating teachers aidin

r viding leadership to the elementary and secondary schoo



The ovide co of inadequate preparation of cechers includes the

fouling of many teachers that their education kuft much to be desired; the

convict:1 n on the part of many scho 1 systems that their teachers ma ec re-

traiziirig as soon as they begin teaching; and the common criticism made by

univer ity t achers that high school graduates coming to college are purly

prepared with respect to knowledge communication ls asoning,

ability. It also includes a largo volume of litera-

ture on " he failure of the schools" which strongly implies a failure of our

education of teachers. This literature is mostly anecdotal, often poignant,

and on the whole quite convileing. John Holt
Herndon's The Way It Spozed.To Bei are

/ outstanding examples.

LI
Children Fail and James

NDEA institutes provide other evidence of a common conviction that

Leachers are inadequately prepared. 'The institutes were intended to bring

Lechers up to date in their academic specialties, but turned out to have

of a remedial than an up-dating function. "T achers are woefully under-

educated" was, 4 common assessment by institute directors and assessors.

Criticism of our schools and of the education of teache-.7 is not

new. What is new -is a growing conviction that somuthing should be done and

can be done about the problem. For a hundred years after tne middte of

niaet -nth centur we were concerned with establishing the o2portunity z11-10

::he facilities for elewentary and secondary educa for eve yone. Since

Lh= trld of World War I) our affluence has given us leeway to tLink

1John Holt:, How Children Fail, (New York: Dell Publishin_ Co.,
1964); James Herndon, alLeLWAyLII_Spozed_ To _Be (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1965).

Richard Longeker and Robert Cleary, "Report on Evaluation ofeil c Civics Institutes, NDEA 1966," (CONPASS), p.
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about the quality of education -- about something beyond having a seat in

cLassroom for every child who sn qs up at school.

Thu "kn- ledge expl :ion" is another reason for taiing a

new look at the cducaLi teachers and children. Wh ther or not the

has been a drastic increase in tfte rate at kno ledge is accumuiacLmi g,

it seems likely that we have reaChed a point where the transmission of

knowledge to ne generations calls for a more dynamic and effective method

of education than the concept of filling empty heads with slecLed feetS.

There has been considerable impetu- toward new concepts of learning in

recent y- rs, with emphasis on the basic stru ture- of kn- 1-,d-,e and on

"learninA how to learn. Such ideas are in part a respons,_ to the chal-

lenge -I' the "kno 1 dge eipl- "

The new emphasis on the basic structures of kn wiedge and on

learning how to learn is, however, more than a mere tactic for dealing

increasi , quantities of knowledge. It is a ne- philosophy and

stra egy of learning, previously reser -ed for the graduate students,

graduate Eaculty, and research scholars who comprise the inner circle of

academia. The implementation of this emphasis in eieuientary and seonaary

chools will certainly requLre rechinking our methods of educcing tea ners

and children.

Responsibility for the inadequacy of our education of tccors anc

of our schools re ts iich many groups -- a tably witi educators,

acdernicians, school .tdministrators taxpayers, And the teachers themselves.

We shall focus here on the role of acade ieians. Academicians bear a

particular responsibility they have failed to admit the nucators

inL tht, fellowship of the university, have rfueci to assUme

any special responsibility for Ulu education oi teachers,
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LIve failed to assume any respor ibility tor the care a d f-- ing of

elementary and secondary schools

and problems, and

even to find out about their needs

they have joined the crowd of unthinking and

uneonstructive critics of our schools of

neary SCflooLs .

Role

Kenneth Clark has leveled the

"Ala rican colleges and un ersities

pon ibility and obligation to develop and

morally relevant and socially responsible

have

d our elementary and

devastating charge that

not fulfilled their r

train human beings with a

intelligence "3 Included in

is the accusation that the universitl' have not

provided enlightened leadership to the public schools.

Most universities have never seea leadership in public edteation,

including th- edtleation of teachers and the intellectual en i hment of

the school system, as a major responsibility. Schools, colleges,and

departments of educati olerated like country cousins by the academic

departments. Future teachers at the undergraduate level are lost in the

anonymity of all undergraduates. Programs masters degrees whi

-are uhe zenith of academic endeavor for the great majority of ement-

and cconda-ry Leachers, are often treated witti disdain by p- fessors

becLuse Uhey divert g,.aduate faculty time f- _1.c_ctoral programs.

ilcuicntary and se _dary teaching is n highly este,110a. _tuaies

the prestige of various professions have shown public school Leaching

3Kenneth Clark, 1tlnceiiigence, The Univeriity and Sociecy "
\uterican Scholar, Winter 1966-67, p. 31.



far d wn Lh fist. University teaching, on the other nand, is near

Lop. WiLiiLn the Ludy,_sity, however, profe_ ors of education trc less

esteemed than professo_- of academic subjects; they share the low _L t,16

of the tutue teachers whom they teach at least as much as th- :he

high status of their fellow pr-fessors.

Seventy-five years ago, the situa 'on was cuite difie eachers

shared high pr issio(lal Stat116 along with lawyers and a few other occupa

tional groups who were -ell-educated relative LO the average por latioa.

The prest ge ot teachers has declined throughout the twentieth cent- ---

a' -any other professional groups -- engineers, doctors, scientists, and

otherS better educated a d better established as persons with

ability to ct important jobs done.

While the average number of years of education of teachers incre;:,sed,

the average number of years of education of the çeneral population ana

other p:rofessional groupS increased still faster. It is likely, though

difficult to demonstrate, that the EL.1.4.1!.t_z of teacher education also

increased less than the quality ef other professio .1 education and of

general education. At anY rate elementary and secondary teachers are ac,

longer considered to be persons with superior education. On the contrary,

they are looked upon as the produ Ls of an inferior part of the

training cstablisbnient -- the schools of education.

foday the question is raised as Lo whether teaching is a profession

a field common body of skills, technLq.les, and rganiz,!d

knoxledge.
4

Such a question would not have be n raised at tha turn

'Myron Lieberman, Educat on as a Professj.on, Engle
N.J., entice-Hall, ]956), PP- 85-213.)

Clirs,



ry,

Whatever other causes are re p nsible for the low state of educa-

tion as a profession, university academicians mUst bear a share of the

blame because they have not admitted educators to full membership in the

university. The ideal of the university, says Robert Hutchins,

see knowledge, life, the world, or truth whole .

university

. Everything in the

be seen in the light of everything else. This is not

merely for the sake of society or to preserve the unity of Che university.

It is also f-r the sake of the specialist and t±xpercs, who, without the

light shed by others may find their own studies going down blind alleys.

Our universities fall fai short of that ideal with respect to concxuniee-

ti- s among scholars in all the disciplines; but that fact does not esen

the onus on the academicians for failing to admit the educators to the

fellow-hip and discourse of the university, such as chey are. The

academicians should, in fact, have a special regard for discourse with

the educators, because they should share a common concern for educating
most of them

youth; but / do not, and that is one important reas n for w iting this

chapter.

While the academicians have kept their educac colleagues ac a

disre pectful distance, they have allowed the educators7 students

attend the aeodemiciansi ela ses. The reSUit has been unhappy

counts: the future t2achers have shared the mo-doero education accea
most undergraduates ,,r1 large universities, and

of teaching set before them.

bac (;lxzir,-

Curren
5The Learniai: So 'c_ty,

t- 1968, p. 8.
ed in ' Reiorrtin Coil' ation,
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The general mediocrity of undergraduate teaching at nniver,itics is

a subject of frequent comment. Eminent professors frequently are attracted

and challenged by research tasks and consulting jobs, in which they use

their expertise to solve problems; only rarely are they attracted and chal-

lenged by the problems of teaching. The larger the graduate schools become,

the more unde graduate courses are taught by graduate students; some graduate

students are naturally good teachers, but they are paid to do good graduate

work, not good teaching. The professors who meet classes are better

teachers than the graduate students because they know more. It is possible

that they are also better teachers because they have hnd more elxperience,

!Dia this possibility rests on the dubious hypothesis that mere practice

improves pedagogy. Since academicians have been exposed to little or no

formal study of pedagogy, are not known for research or systematic obser-

vdtions of the practices and outcomes of pedagogy, and disdain their

colleagues who do attend to pedagogy, it seems unlikely that they will

become experts in, even mediocre practitioners of, the art of pedagogy.

The result is a general level of mediocrity of university teaching, which

future teachers share with other undergraduates. "That muffled snarl you

hear is the sound of unhappy college students enrolling . . for the

Spring semester," wrote editor John Fischer of liar er's.

This is not to deny that there are many excellent university teach-

ers, who make education both effective and enloyable for their students.

But they are in a minor ty, and there a e two important points to be made

about them. First, their excellence depends either on their outstanding

cowiland of their subject, or on their natural endowment as teachers, or

-ually) some combination of the twu_ Second, they are not good models

for improvement of teaching--at university, secondary, or elementary levels

as is argued below, the principal route to be taken to improve

9



education is io improve the teacher's -bility to arrange fruitful learni 6

situations. The reason why outstanding university professors should riot be

taken as models is that their virtuosity, which rests upon outstanding natu-

ral talents, is inimitable. The efforts of young college professors and of

secondary tea hers to follow the teaching mod established by their out-

standing profess rs dooms m st of them to failure with respect to this modcl

and diverts their efforts from other, more fe sible models.

NDEA_ Institutes

It has been argued above that academicians are for the most part un-

concerned with, and uninvolved in, Problems of teacher educ-ti n. A notable

!ption to this generalization is the participation of academicians in the

hundreds of NDEA institutes that have been held on colle e and universi

campuses during the last decade.

Typically, NDEA institut s have lasted for periods of tour to eight

weeks during the summer and have been conducted by educators or academicians

or both. Acad micians have played the more prominent role, as faculty mem-

bers and often as directors. The institutes have had important positive

results. Hundreds of academicians have become acquainted with the problems

and needs of secondary and (to a lesser extent) elementary teachers, anu have

turned their attention for the first time to meeting those needs. Academicians

and -ducators h ve been brought together in a joint endeavor to illprov edu-

..:ation. Tens of thousands of teachers have had tae opportunity o: improving

their mastery of subject matter in history, geogranhy, math ir tic, iish,

civics, ana other areas.

The positive contributions of NDEA institutes uld not ue rmLtc

however, for the sake of improving such efforts in the future and more in:-

p rtantly, in order to achieve greater insight into the total nei

10

,acher
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education, ic is useful to look at the shortcomings of the institutes as

a part of the total system for educating teacherS.

For Li- most part, the nsLitutcs have been remedial, in the 5:

of making up for shortcomings in the original preparvtion of the partici-

pant . The spectre (.3_ a perv_nene remedial system for a permanently de-

ficient sy tem for educating teachers is unpleasant. If a remedial system

for teachers, why not also a remedial system for seudents --summer

tutes for ehildre- who were inadequately taught during the iter?

Summer i stitut s short in duration and afrecting only a small

fraction of teachers, can i _ve only a limited effect on the total proble,

Said one report on civics institutes: "There is no reason to delude tea-

chers ineo thinking that their teaching will be more than marginally im-

prov d by pouring a little information, gathered single institute

ion, on top of insufficient curriculum approaches a d

past."
6

tterns of

The most serious problem of the institutes is the same basic prob-

lem th-t exists in the education of te chers in the universities: Assuming

that the teacho_ acquires knowledge of a subject, how does he teaca

The 1,-stanaing assumptio: in the education of teachers is that they

will learn subject natter from the academicians and "methods" from the

ed- cacors; and that they, the teachers, will then combine the-e two bodies

of Icr.owl

assum

into effective-me h ds of classroom teact-ing. This ur.enable

leaves the most _ifficult part of the process --the heart oT the

niz r-- to le individual teacher. In a series of understatements, one

aker a d Cleary, 22.

11
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sympathetic report on inst tutes said that "It is ex,ident that the problem

of translation of mate ial into the classroom is notably complex and dif-

ficult.. .Not surprisingly, the problem of transfer and translation was -

p rtectly approached in every case....There was a real sense of penddncy

or incompleteness apparent in each of the institutes...They (t e teachers)

were...asking the ques on, 'What happens to us now?"7

The rem dies suggested for the "notably complex and difficult" task

of "translation" are not very assuring. One is to follow the old aporoach

in teacher education, letting the teachers do it: "We are convinced that

the imaginative teacher will build his own system, given the opportunity

to learn the subject matter, to exchange ideas with his fellow teachers,

and to be exposed to individualized advice from education specialists and

political science experts alike."
8

Equally unpromising is the suggestion

that academicians and.educators, who had not previously solved this prob-

lem during the academic year Aght have greater skill and insight in the

su "Staff e onomists and educators might demonstrate, for example, how

they co- d teach a concept or process --such as specialization of labor and

increased productivity-- in a third gr de classroom;

rationale of c mpensatory fiscal policy to high sch

moristrCtioris --:ould not Only help increase the econot

or teach the basic

juniors. Such

competence of the

participants, but also would increase their confidence.' 9
Some more hopeful

--and necessarily monl drastic-- solutions to the problem of "t.n.nslation"

are suggested later in this chapter.

7
Ibid. pp.

3 4. Ibid., pp.4-50

9J-iml E. Reese and Robert L. Darcy, R4port on the 1966 ND_A Advancen
Study Institute 4n Economics, (CONRASS, 1967 p. 18.

12



Trends

The NDEA institutes are-part of a tread of the last decade or two

rd the introductior of more academic content, and more sophisticated

academic content, into the education of teachers'and the school curriculum.

Many schools of education have increased the subject matter requirements

for degrees, at the expense of education courses. The federal government

has supported other educati_Lal programs for teachers, in addition to NDEA

-itutes, which have emphasized bject matter rather than educational

methods. The federal govern--nt, along with private foundations, has also

supported many projects for the production of curriculum materials with

the major emphasis on academic content; financial support or supplementary

programs of teacher education and for the production of curriculum-inatrials

has never been so abundant. Furthermore, the c nviction that more academic

content and more sophisticated academic content can and -hould be incorora-

ted into the elementary and secondary curriculum has been strengthened by

the participation of a limited number of highly respectable academicians

ia the creation of new curriculum materials --men such as Jerome Brunur,

David Page, Lawrence Senesh, Ronald Lippitt, and Robert Karplus.

The major 'urriculum materials projects, particularly th-- oi long

standing in mathematics and natural sciences, have had a noti cable impact

on con ent and t aching methods in ele_entary and see--dary scho LS . Simi-

lar hopeful e-fects may be expected from social itudies curri _lum projects.

These undertakings combine some of the necessar- ingredients for successful

change in educational methods: substantial acaemic content and close co-

op ration between academicians and educators in con t -cting, tec.ting, and

implementing curriculum materials; and, to a lesser ext nt, the usc,

available knowledge about.lea- i_g theories ana

0.1: teachers. 13
_t .1 n in c'lo o tion
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Despite these hopeful tre ds, ther_ has bear little satisfaction

th the overall results. Futu e teachers take more of the courses with

which they were dissatisfied in the first place; there has been little -r

uo ch nge in the approach of academicians to undergraduate education of

future teachers or of others. Masters programs, whether for teachers or

others, receive less and less thoughtful attention from the graduate facul-

ties of the academic departments --with the notable exception of some Ex-

per enced Teacher Fellowship Programs. NDEA institutes continue without

notable changes in the behavior of their faculties.

Cu:rent St: tus -he UnIversities vis- -vis Chan,Q-es in Education

The trends of the last ten or fift en years toward greater engage-

ment between te2her education and the public schools on the one hand, and

the academic community on the other, have had a significant impact on a

few aspects of the total problem. An extens on of these efforts will yield

additional significant results only by mov ng closer heart of the

problem, whiCh is the eng ge ent --or lack of engage -- of the univer-

sities with the theory and practice of education at all levels.

In the course of the last ten years, efforts to improve edL ation

have consi-te' largely of thrusts and parries in various directions. Various

"target" groups have been identified and have received s-- ial att ntion

time. The shock of Sputnik propelled our att _tion to the edoca ion ci

the glfted. The shock of urban riots thrust'the problems of diz,advancag d

youth and the inner cAty school to the forefront. The demands cE an .increas-

ingly automated economy, together with chronic unemployment amoni, youth,

have given vocational educatiOn a new lease on life.

14



Various methodological devices have also attained popularity. Pro-

grammed instruction, team teaching, modular scheduling, simulation, inquiry,

computer-assisted instruction, and other methods have come to the fore al

in some cases receded from public vie

While each of the ne 1y-identified target gr ups represents a prob-

lem deserving our most serious concern, and each of the new method logical

devices offers promise of more effective learning situations, there have

been faddish aspects in each of these thrusts. There has been waxing and

waning of funds, professionals climbing on and off bandwagons, and flowing

and ebbing of articles in popular and professional publications. The fad-

dish nature of these efforts to improve education might be interpreted in

part as an avoidance of the big problem of improving education across the

board.

We have an opportunity unprecedented in hi tory. This is the

opportunity of prcviding a good edu- tion for everyone in our society,

consonant. with the intellectual and vocational needs and capacities of each

individual and drawing on a storehouse of knowledge that'dwa_fs the learning

f all previous eras.

While a strong and steady thrust that takes advantage of this new

opportunity in the next few decades is by no means assured, there are many

present circumstances that favor such a happy course of events. The new

interests in education 'described above, despite their faddish nature, offer

mising array of new directions to be explored. General dissatisfaction

on the part of many parti iOants in the educational enterprise opens UD

opportunities for change. Substantial recent improvements in our legal

and v,arbal support for equality of opportunity for all Americans set the

stage for realization of.equality in the crucial area (.,f education. 111

15



now-general acceptance of the principle of federal funding to support inno-

vations and to bolster weak areas in education offers opportunities for

improvement that might not be supportable through state or local funding in

the present century. Funds for capitalizing on these opportunities may be

.forthcoming in unprecedented amounts when the war in Vietnam is terminated.

The faddish nature of some recent educational changes has had some

positive effects in attracting university participation. Psychologists,

sociologists, and computer specialists, in particular, have found oppor-

tunities and funds for research projects in the seh- ls that fit into their

academic pursuits. Federal funds have also brought academicians into a

closer relationship with the problems of elementary and secondary educat'o-

by supplying funds for faculty appointments, graduate students, a-d other

.perquisite Grants can remove at least part of the stigma acquir d by

academicians who show a concern for the education of teachers.

Participation in efforts to improve education on the part of

academicians varies substantially among disciplines and institutions. The

efforts in science and mathematics, supported largely by the National

Science Foundation, are perhaps best known among the "new" curriculum

'efforts; the participation of prominent scientists and mathematicians in

educational change is probably proportionately larger than in other disci-

plines. The NSF-sponsored college commissions on physics, chemistry, and

other natural sciences have given strong support to such participation.

Participation in educational change by academicians in the arts and social

sciences has been much less than that by mathematicians and natural scien-

tists, with modern languages and English probably situated somewhere between.

Similarly, some major universities have been much more involved than others

in educational change, as it relates to elementary and secondary education

16
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and the training of teachers. But these differences among disciplines and

institutions are notable only on a relative basis. Overall, participation

by the universities has been peripheral. Most of the major institutions are

not centrally involved with teacher education or with the nation's schools,

and there is no indication that they are about to become invol ed. Further-

more, many of the state colleges that have been primarily concerned with the

education of teachers are attempting to emulate the major universities in

academic accomplishments and to bury their image as educators of teachers.

It is almost but not quite inconceivable that the great revitali-

zation in American education that may be in the offing would or could take

place without the full working partnership of our universities. A growing

number of school systems, finding the contributions of both educators and

academicians at the universities inadequate for their needs, are developing

their own expertise, personnel, and inservice educational programs. By and

large they continue to develop their own curriculum materials with little



heip trom acaueticians. State departments of education are strengthening

their staffs and increasing their ceacher-eduenti n activities. Some

critics of traditional teacher-education programs are calling for a move-

ment of teacher-education aci:jvities to the schools and neighborhood cen-

ters of the inner cities out ' "where the action is" --and away from the

universities. Some small private colleges (n table examples are Antioch

and Webstr) are experimenting wi h such programs and a major thrust of the

Office of Education's new "Triple-T" program for "Training the Teachers of

Teachers" is in this direction.

The fa't that the help of the universities is badly needed in the

accomplishment of one of the most urgent and exciting tasks of the twentic

century does not quite assure the universities or society that they will

share in the toil, trouble, joys, and funding of that task.

Centers of Power in the Universities_

There are three powerful centers of interest within a university--

the faculty itself, with strong convictions about autonomy and academic

fre-dom; the professional societies to which the faculty members belong,

which have a strong influence on their value sy tems and status; and the

administration, which holds the phrse-strings, subject to the desires and
the governing board,

actions of the legislature,/the pbhlic, and, to an increasing extent, the

federal governient. None of these centers of lower has urged tae univer-

s2..ties toward a central comalitment to meeting the needs of elem..ncary and

R.;; -ndary education, although threads of interest and commitment. can be

f-u d in each.

Within academic faculties of universities, ince): commiL:Tte t

to education is minimal and peripheral, as described in the pre.leeding pages.

18
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Academicians participate reluctantly in special courses for teachers, when

they exist, and are equally reluctant to serve on masters and doctoral cola-

mittees for education candidates. Discussion of pedagogy in faculty meet-

ings, lounges, or elsewhere is cons:hdered to be inappropriate and uninter-

esting. Academicians who become closely involved in educational matters are

suspect to their colleagues.

A number of professional associations of academicians have offici-

ally recognized an obligation to education. The American Economics Asso-

ciation has a sta ding committee on economic education, composed of able

and esteemed economists, which cooper tes closely in the nationwide, pri-

vately-funded activities of the Joint Council on Economic Education and

also carries on some activities of its own.

veys of educational needs at the college and

The latter have included sur-

secondary levels, recommenda-

tions for the content of economics courses in secondary schools, and spon-

sorship of secti meetings at national and regional meetings of the Asso-

ciation. The A_e-ican Historical Association has a long history of cone rn

for problems of teacher education and the public schools. Among its a ti-

vities directed to this concern is the maintenance of a Service Center for

Teachers which supplies to elementary and secondary teachers information

new trends and materials in the teaching of history. The American sso-

cirition oi= Geographers sponsors the National Science F undation-funded Hi

School Geography Project; the American Soci logical Association sponsors

the NSF-funded Sociological Resources for Secondary Schools; and other

professional societies have shown similar concern for the educaLion of

teachers, the production of curriuclum materials, and the state of elemen-

Lary and secondary education. Al oget these efforts make a signif raL

Itributio- They do not,however, have much e2fect or influen e on the
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vast majo-city of the associazion members, a fact that is well attested by

the absence of articles related to education in the most prestigious pro-

fessional journals as w 11 as in the journals aspiring to be prestigious.

University administrations cannot avoid some involvement in the

problems of teacher education. They must provide funds, recruit faculty,

and maintain the approval of the National Council for Accreditation _f

Teacher Education. They nave facilitated arr ngemerts for cooperation

among academicians and educators, such as the establishment of university-

wide councils on educati n, but they have not gone very far in trying to

persuade or induce their a ademicians to take on a concern for education.

An optimum strategy for changing the orientation of universities

to the problems of education would probably concentrate on the university

ad inistrations. Frontal attacks on academic faculties will probably be
faculties

to no avail, although / continue to be subverted by grants on the fringes.

The good efforts of professional associations sh uld be encouraged and per-

haps funded more directly and generously. But the greatest hope for change

in the coming de ade probably lies in the university administrations. They

are in a position to see the overall needs of the university and of the

states chat support them, They are sensitive to the desires of the legis-

lacors, and of their constituents, who are clo-e to the problems of ele en-

Lary and secondary education and many of whom participate directly in

They Are at least as vulnerable to the lure of federal finds as are the

professors who write the grant applicatic__

Whether and how the enlightenment that raight inspire cr. edu-

cctional leadership will come to university administrators is a difficult

question. All of the positive fore s that have been described n the pre-

co ding pages have had some impact on university administration and this
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eCfect may ;;row. The universities have been willing recipients of federal

fi ds for educational purpose
. To a large extent the quality of federally-

funded programs depends upon the wisdom of guidelines written in Washington

and the wisdom used in allocating the funds; to a lesser extent- it depends

on supervision by the granting agencies. More federal funds, designed to

increase the commitment of universities to solving the broad problems of

education and strategically publicized and allocated to influence univer-

sity administrations, could be quite effective.

It is also conceivable that forces within the states may have a

salutary influence on the act ns of universities. If the nascent trend

toward inservice teacher education outside the university grows and is sup-

plemented by the now.infinitesimal tendency toward preservice education

outside the university, the universities may become concerned for the in-

stitutional survival of their teacher..educ tion programs. The discontent

Qf teachers with their preservice and inservice education in the univer-

sities, the donbts of school administrators about the ability of univer-

sities to meet their needs and the criticisms of parents may someh

become f cu- d effectively on a maj- .reason for their common concern --

the failure of the:universities to assume the burden of improving public

education.

It IA also possible that state legislators may become the focal

point for these expressions of discontent and may discover from these

sources how _eagre are the efforts of the universities to improve the educa-

tion of undergraduates in general and future teachers in particular. Thomas

Jefferson said that education Is "the most certain and the most legitimate

engine of government" for the accomplishment of its goals. This was some

years after Adam Smith had suggested that academic indolence and inertia
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be cured by depriving universities of their endowments and basing the

professors' incomes on student fees. "All states have the power to inter-

vene in the affairs of universities,' Robert Hutchins said recently. "The

question is when and how it shall be exercised. "10

It would be regrettable if this urgent change of direction on the

part of the universities were brought about by legislative mandate or

withholding of funds. Legislatures ere not noted for their complete under-

standing of the importance of academic freedom nor for their ability to

legislate wisely the details of administrative operations. The preferred

course of action is, of course, enlightened leadership on the part of the

universities.

ions of Changf

Some of the suggested prescriptions for improving teacher educa-

tion call for more years of training. The advantages of more education

are clear. Despite the critical cmnments of the preceding pages, we have

no intention of denying that formal education is useful. The 16 or 17

years of education which most teachers receive today is a vast improvement

over the 8 to 10 years that typified the turn of the century. Extending

the typical preparation period of teachers to 17 or 18 years may be very

desirable, but our concern in this paper is more with the kind than the

quantity of the education received by each teacher.

Perhaps the most ecmulion suggestion for improving the education

of teachers is that more credit hours in certain subject matter courses

be required -- particularly in the academic discipline in which the

critic group has an interest. The director of the Center for Economic

Education at New York University found that in New York City, where

Direc

10
. cit., p. 10.
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economics is required of all high school seniors, teachers can obtain a

social studies license without having any courses in economics. 10a A

nation ide survey conducted by Dr. Dawson indicated that only one-half of

the nation's 60,000 social studies teachers have any formal training in

the subject and that, generally, only about 107 of teacher-trainees ever

take economies at the undergraduate level. Referring to the Bach-Saunders

criterion of 15 credits in economics as a minimum for acquiring a lasting

understanding of the subject, Dr. Dawson pleads for a requirement of at

11least six credit hours in economics for teachers of social studies.

A survey made by the National Council of Teachers of English sug-

gests that between "forty and sixty percent of the English in our public

junior and senior high schools is being taught by teachers who lack even

the minimal training required for a major in English." 12
The Council's

report makes clear their position that the number of hours of course work

in English required of a teacher-trainee is insufficient. Particularly

poor is the linguistic preparation of prospective English teachers, which

"13the Council describes as If greviously deficient.

It is likely that important improvements in the capability of

teachers could be made through a better selection of courses, particularly

if teachers moved still further toward specialization by subject matter

and the future assignments of teachers could be made more predictable.

But our major concern here is with changes in the education

lOa
George G. Dawson, Nation-wide Sury2y on the Eeonomic_Education of

Te cher-Trainees (New York: Joint Council on Economic Education, 1967) preface.

11
Ibid., p. 9.

1Z,
ihe National Interest and the Teaching of English" (Champaign,

I11.: The National Council of the Teachers of English, 1961), p. 36.

13
Ibid., p. 74. 23



of tu- hers that are more fundamental than a revamping oi

course selections among the existing offrings.

We are concerned here with a mor_ basic change: a drastically

altered relationship between the unlversitites on the one hand and teacher

educ tion tnd the eler.entary and secondary schools on ':he other. The

altcrat:ion requires changes in subject organization, institutional

arr-,ngemen s in the universities, attitudes, and teaching methods.

The major requirements are:

1) The departmentalization of knowledge that exists in the uni-

versiev for purposes of administration, research, and professional

rcintorcemenL must not dominate the subject-matter education of future

teachers as it now does. The educational experience of future teachers

must include insight into the relationship of the various disciplines

and into the nature of all human knowledge. Making the necessary

angemonts to give such insight does not mean the aboliti n of

divisions between the disciplines. On the contrary, successful

accomplishment this goal, for the sake of future teachers, might

have.a salutary effect on the academicians by improving their pc:rs-

pective on their place in society. It would also have a beneficial

cL on the education they give to students other than future

(-?a. hers.

(2) InsLitutio7tal changes are required. University admiristrations

must: racilitate arrangements for cooperation between cducatcrs ane

demicians. They must do their share, or more than their share,

in est blishing a system of rewards and status that encourags the

participation of academicians in educational endeavors.
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() 'inc.: interests and attitudes of the faculty as a whole must

be turned toward support for university participation in solving the

problems of Leacher education and of elementary and secondary educav.:ion.

(4) New concepts, methods, and arrangements for teaching subject

matter to teachers in both preservice and inservice programs are

required. The methods by which teachers are taught do not necessarily

have to resemble the methods by which they should teach; on the other
it is regrettable that the procedures __ ...

hand, / ' are so narrow and unimaginative.
---- _._.----

that now domin -e university teaching A thorough exploration of the

many inn vations which characterize recent curriculum innovations in

. elementary and secondary education might suggest some very useful

parallels for the undergraduate education of teachers. These inn .'ations

include simulation and games, a variety of approaches to individualiz Lion

of learning, programmed instruction, computer-assist d instruction,

a variety o methods of pupil deployment in the classroom, inquiry

methods, consideration of learning experiences in the light of taxon

of cognitive and affective objectives, behavioral objectives, appli-

cations of s eciiicth -riesof learning and Leaching, and the use or

a variety of instructional media.

In addition to broadening their repertoire of c assroom procedures,

academicians who teach future teachers should c -sider arr-nging ex-

periences that put the knowledge of their students to work. Oroject

assignments can be useful, and realistic appli ations of academic

knowledge are not impossible to conceive and arro.nge. There must- be

academic analogues for the practice teaching that most studerc.: Le

find so useful.

If university teachers of future elementary and secondary teachers

are to broaden the_r repertoire of instructional methods in the ways
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suggested in the preceeding paragraphs, they cannot do it on the

individualistic basis that now exists. Teaching that is subs-antially

more complex in its concept and execution than delivering lectures,
receiving

asking questions, and / answers may require a more complex

method of preparation. In short, the use of well-structured curricu1um

materials may be as promising for the instruction of future teachers

as they are for the instruction of elementary and secondary students.

Examples

New methods for the instruction of future teachers in academic

subjects can be found by encouraging theirinvention and by searching

out promising innovations already in practice

Both typos of sea ches should be pushed.

Presented below are descriptions of three innovative plans for

educating teachers. They are not presented as ideal models, but as

examples which depart substantially from present practices and which

_rporate many of the s ,sgestions of the preceeding section. One

is a plan for preservice education, the second tor inservice education,

and the third, an accelerated program to educate young veterans irom

disadvantaged groupsto be teachers.

Professor Lawrence Senesh of Purdue University has devised a

or a few plac

program for preservice education of elementary teachers in so,;ial

science. The pina has not been tried but i under consideration at

Purdue the University of Colorado, and Southwest Minnesota S-zate Colle e.

Senesh's plan ls a one-year bloc program for a up future

teachers in their junior year. It calls for team woric by an educational

methods teacher, a historian, a geographer, and 4 or mere academicians

from other social science disciplines.

26
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PROPO I ONTENT-METHOD PROGRAM FOR FUTURE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

Thi is a one-yea .:ogram, which would occupy most of the students' timeduring the year. It might be most feasible in the junior year.

A. Economics bloc

Staff: an economist, geographer, historian, and methods teacher.

1. 3 weeks: The fundamentals and structure of economics.

s: Laboratory exercises, using the structure of economics, drawirg
on resource files of current problems, emphasi4ing the
following aspects:

a. Social reality
b. Analytical tools
c. Problem-solving
d. Show increasing depth of a-c in grades K-
e. Lay groundwork for multi-disciplinary approach, on which

program will build as other social sciences are studied.f. Historical orientation
Geographical orientation
Use professional articles on frontier ideas in economics;

what is the future of economics and of its contributionsto society?

PoLit_ical science bloc

Staff: a political scientist, geographer, historian, and methods teacher.
1. 3 eeks: The fundamentals and structure of political science.

2. 5 weeks: Laboratory exercises, using the structure of political science.

a-h. laboratory exercises parallel to those under economics.

C. Sociology bloc

Staff: A sociologist, geographer, historian, and methods teacher.

1 3 weeks: The fundamentals and structure of sociology.

5 weeks: Laborat ry exercises, parallel to those under A and B above.
D. lalthropology bloc

Staff: An anthropologLst, geographer, historian, and methods teacher.
L. 3 weeks: The fundamentals and structure of anthropology.

2. 4 weeks: Laboratory exercises, parallel to A, B, and C abovc...

E. Curriculum conference

1. 1 eek: An open conference for presentation of student work "nd paperb.
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during the academic year there is an intensive presentation of one

social science (excluding history and ography), followed by appli-

cations of the knowledge of the social science to social problems and

synthesis _r this knowledge with geography and history. As a new

social science is presented in each cycle, the interrelations of

the social sciences and their joint application to solving pr blems

are s7 died. Throughout the year there is emphasis on the basic

structures of the social sciences, the relationships among the social

sciences conceptually and in the solving of problems, and the fron-ier

knowledge in the social sciences. An outline of Senesh's program

given on the preceeding page.

The second example to be described is the Experienced Teacher

. Fellowship Program in Economic Education at the University of Colorado,

a one-year progr m that began on July 1, 1968. The program includes

25 elementary and s condary social studies teachers; 4 are from the

B ulder schools, to facilitate cooperation with the local school the

rest are from all over the Nation.

The Colorado program combines the study of social scie

primarily but not exclusively economics -- with the. study of new curri-

culum methods and materials and with concurrent classroom teaching of

the new methods and materials. The teachers certifi.d by the State

Colorado and under contract (without pay) to the Boulder schoo13.

They tea h one class each day throughout the year, in teams cf 3,

each team has full responsibility for its class.

The materials taught by the teachers are those procuced by

major curriculum proj cts; they emphasize the substantive content of

social science and a variety of new teaching methods. Each tam Leaches
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a sot_ oi conomics curriculum ms 7-rials and a set related to another

social science during the cou of the year. These are cur --iculum

materials they have examined during the preceeding summer months with

the aid of a comprehensive instrument that calls for analysis and

evaluation of the subs- ntive content, cognitive and affective objectives,

learning theory, teaching st ategies, and other characteristics of the

maLeriais.

The classroom practicum counts for one-third of the teachers'

credits during the academic year. Concurrent cours - and semin

in econom cs, one other social science (corresponding to the second

set of curriculum materials that is taught), and social studies methods

are taken by all the teachers; the intention is that the content of

these courses is tested and integrated in the practicum. Each team

is responsible for planning and executing its own practicum experience,

and for analyzing and documenting its experience with the aid of video

tapes and of advisors on the staff of the Experien--d T-ach-r Program.

The third example of innovative teacher education is the Veterans

Accelerated Urban Learning for Teaching (VAULT) program recently begun

by Webster College in St. Louis. The purpose of the program is twofold:

to pr vide teachers qualified to teach in ghetto schools and to provide

professional teaching opportunities for economically and culturally

deprived persons who could receive the necessary education only through

a program specially designed for them.

The group to be educated as future teachers consists entirely

tale veterans about to be discharged or recently discharg'd. They h ve
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high scho 1 diplomas but no college education. The majority are

Negroes. The program is designed to capture and keep the interest of

participants by offering rapid and visible progress in the acquisi ion

of skills and knowledge and by offering attractive and early monetary

rewards.

The program offers subject matter of immediate relevance to the

students. Early in the program there are seminars on conflict analysis,

Black-White relationships, and remedial reading and writing. Later

courses move the students through the necessary subject matter of mathe-

matics, science, and huma ities, and on to educational theory and

practice.

New and varied instructional methods are used. In the cl ssr om

there are role-playing and role-analysis, interdisciplinary approaches,

video-taping, film-making, and programmed materials. "Action learning"

carries the student into the disadvantaged communities of St. Louis to

learn through supervised work in tutoring, community org nization, and

city service agencies.

The examples just cited give an indication of the radical nature

of the changes that are required. Bloc progralLing is a prominent

feature of the three examples just given, but is a rarity on most

university campuses. Intimate collaboration among university educators

and academicians, which is present in all three programs and particularly

in the Senesh program, is only a hope in m st universities. Relations

with schools going well beyond the usual student-teaching relations are

prominent in the Colorado and Webster plans. Direct engagement with urgent

problems of our social system is an outstanding feature of the Webster plan.
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Conclusion

The education of both future and experienced teachers is, for the

most part, unexciting and ineffe -Live. While many groups--school admini-

strators, teachers, legislators, state and federal officials, the general

public, and others--can and should work for radical improvement in this

situation, the present chapter has concentrated on the role of academi-

cians--particularly but not exclusively those in large universities.

The chapter has pointed out some of the causes for the low state

of teacher education. It has emphasized the failure of academicians to

become engaged with the problems of elementary and secondary schools and

the education of teachers, commenting also on the roles of the universities

that nurture the academicians and the professional societies that are

nurtured by the academicians.

The chapter has also indicated some promising directions that might

be taken by academicians, university administrators, and educators who

wish to make positive and imaginative efforts to solve these critical

problems. Most of the indicated solutions are rather radical, against

the background of a teacher-education system that has seen b t little

change during the last four or five decades. They include multidisciplinary

efforts among academicians, close collaboration between academicians and

educators, a restructuring of reward systems on the part of university

administrators and professional societies, substantial changes in the

methods by which future teachers are taught, and much closer working

relationships with the elementary and secondary school and with the com-

munity.

While the costs of these radical changes--particularly the

subjective costs of altering deep-rooted attitudes and institutional
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arrangementsmay be high, the potential payoff is tremendous. Academi-

cians hold the key to a storehouse of kno ledge such as the world has

never seen. Their concern for sha i g these treasures with their children

should be at least as great as their concern for accumulating still

greater treasures.
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